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Drop
Today is the last day to
withdraw passing from a
course, and the last day to
drop out of school without
grades recorded.
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H. S. Gault
Elected New
Alumni Head
Harper S. Gault, a communications executive from Rock
Hill, was recently named president-elect of the Clemson University Alumni Association.
Gault, a 1928 graduate of
Clemson, edged C. Calhoun
Lemon, '32, of Barnwell for
the top position in balloting by
a near-record number of association members throughout
the nation.
Mr. Gault will serve next year
under association president
Thomas
E. Thornhill of
Charleston, and will assume the
presidency in
1968. Mr.
Lemon, a transportation executive, will serve a three-year term
as a member-at-large on the
association's national council.
The new president-elect, a native of Glendale in Spartanburg County, is co-owner of
radio station WRHI in Rock
Hill, and is a lifetime member
of the board of directors and
former national president of
IPTAY.
Choice for vice president is
Greensboro, N. C, City Manager George H. Aull, Jr., '44,
who defeated Sam E. McGregor, '49, dairyman from
Hopkins in a close race among
the 1,475 ballots. Mr. Aull, a
native of Clemson and former
representative on the association's national council, takes
office next Jan. 1.
Also elected were 34 South
Carolina division directors and
seven district representatives to
serve on the national council.
Assuming three-year council
posts in January are: Edward
S. Olson, Clemson; Goode
Bryan, Greenville; Philip H.
Prince, Spartanburg; Walter T.
Jenkins, Jr., Rock Hill; Edward
L. Proctor, Conway; E. Hugh
Agnew, Starr; and Frank W.
Atkinson, Jr., North Augusta.

Student Body President Danny Speights re-submitted a list
of proposals to University President Dr. R. C. Edwards early
this week.
The proposals deal with such
issues as: requiring quizzes before and after holidays; noncompulsory meal tickets; and
canteen and book store operation.
Speights and Senate President
John Matthew met with President Edwards Friday, October
28. At that meeting, Edwards
suggested that Speights re-submit a more definitive statement.
Other topics in the revised
statement include: football date
tickets, canteen hours, changes
in the "walking campus," student representation on the
Board of Trustees, and naming of professors in schedule
booklet.
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Tenor Richard Tucker
Here Monday

By GUS JOHNSON
Features Editor
Students have always wondered exactly how the
Student Activities and Maintenance Fee listed in student expenses is put to use. According to Mr. Medford
Wilson, Vice President for Finance, this fee is used for
two main things. Mr. Wilson pointed out, "Most students have the wrong idea of what this fee is for."
for the various student activities. Exactly how much is appropriated to each could not
be determined, because of insufficient information and figures given by school officials.
Approximately $173,550 is
spent on student activities
and organizations. This figure
represents only information
given by school officials. The
amount is broken down as follows:
Chronicle
$ 7,500
WSBF
$ 7,250
Student Government $ 3,800
Taps
$11,000
Tiger
$11,500
CDA
None
Office of Student Affairs:
Concerts
$19,000
Athletics
115,000
These estimates represent the
budgets allowed for each organization. In July of each year
all departments and organizations submit approved budgets.
These budgets are then totaled
and if the student activities
fee and state appropriations
do not equal the overall proposed budget, then either the
budget is revised or the fee is
raised.
Mr. Wilson said, "Raisingthe
fees is always the last resort,
but if cutting the budget means
the difference between an excellent faculty and a mediocre
one, we raise the fees."
He also added,"Clemsonhas
one of the most complex systems of financing and budgeting of any college in the state,
or nation for that matter. We
deal with millions and millions
of dollars, and we need modern
day methods to handle this
money. College education is big
business."

Is Clemson a wet institution? If it is, who does the
drinking? See Dennis Boll's
story on page 3.
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Activities Fee
Pays Salaries

"Students fail to realize that
their main activity at Clemson
is learning. The bulk of the Activities Fee goes toward faculty
salaries."
The balance of the Activities
Fee finances The Tiger, Taps,
WSBF, and the other student
services. The athletic department also gets a bit of the
green.
A student from South Carolina pays $136 per semester
or $272 per year. In addition,
the state appropriations used
to complement the Activities Fee
equals about $1,000 per student.
Out-of-staters pay $512 for
Activities and Maintenance Fee.
Mr. Wilson stated, "The Activities Fee was the same for everyone until two years ago
when more money was needed
and instead of raising everyone's fee, former Governor
Donald Russell decided that
out - of - staters should pay
more." Most state supported
Universities operate in much
the same manner.
For the present school year
of 1966-1967, the students paid
$2.5 million in Activities Fees.
The state of South Carolina
paid $6.3 million to supplement the fees.
As stated by Mr. Wilson, the
majority of the Student Activities Fee of $2.5 million goes
for faculty salaries. The remainder of this amount is used

Booze

Coed Oils Brooks of Loris admires portrait of world
statesman James F. Byrnes to be displayed in the Byrnes
Room at the university's new library. The portrait was
painted by artist Robert Brooks Childress of Hadlyme,
Conn., and presented to Clemson for display in the Byrnes
Room. Mr. Childress is a native of Laurens, and a 1936
Clemson graduate.

Tuckers have three sons, one
who is a stockbroker, one a
medical student, and another
an undergraduate student.
Admission to the concert is
free for Clemson students on
presentation of I. D. cards. Admission for others will be by
season ticket or individual tickets available at the door for
$2.50.
Other concerts scheduled this
year include "The Boy Friend",
a Musical comedy to be staged
on Feb. 8; Jamie Laredo, violinist, scheduled for March 2;
the Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra on March 13; and the
Robert Shaw Chorale on April
13.
Season tickets for adults are
$7.00 and tickets for students'
wives and children are $4.00.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting the
Band Office.

Lost: One Steam Whistle
Have you seen a large steam whistle anywhere
around campus?
Chief of Security Jack Weeden is looking for one—
the large one that used to be on top of the Physical
Plant.
It seems that one rainy night about two weeks ago
someone saw fit to climb on top of the building
next door to the police station and "borrow" the
whistle that used to signal 5 minutes before and
after every class hour, and that was used to signal
victories after games in Death Valley.
The Chief thought that it would be returned—after
all it is rather large and bulky and it isn't much
good without a lot of steam—but it is still missing.
The Chief has requested that if it is "found" it
be returned as soon as possible. No questions will
be asked.

Music Club To Present
'The Mikado' Nov. 16-19

The Clemson Music Club, in duties as lord high executioner.
Katisha, an elderly lady in
conjunction with the Clemson He must satisfy the Mikado's love with Nanki-Poo, will be
Little Theatre, will present the wish for duty to justice which played by Victoria Mattis, a
Gilbert and Sullivan musical involves his beloved ward, Clemson student. She has been
The Mikado as the second pro- Yum-Yum, and the Mikado's in the chorus of Trial by Jury
duction of the season. Perform- son Nakki-Poo. However, all and H. M. S. Pinafore.
ances will be November 16-19 ends well.
Piano accompaniment for the
Musical director is Mr. Joseph production will be provided by
at 8:15 p.m. in the Foods InJackson, director of the Clem- Mrs. William Barlage and chordustries Auditorium.
son Glee Club and former direcThe Mikado was first pro- tor of the Grainger High School eographer will be Mrs. Lou
duced in England in 1885. The chorus in Kinston, N. C. He Fain, of the Fain School of
less collection of historical data
setting is the Japanese town of has directed South Pacific, Li'l Dance.
for future generations, will be
Tickets will be available at
Titipu, where Ko-Ko, a tailor, Abner, and H. M. S. Pinafore.
housed in a search room adthe door; on sale at Kay's Shop,
has
trouble
carrying
out
his
He has also sung leading roles Merck's
jacent to the room bearing his
Hardware, Lynch
in Guys and Dolls and Girl Drug Store; or from Mrs. H.
name.
Crazy in Kinston. In The Mi- Garth Spencer, 654-5867, in
Mr. Byrnes' decision to leave
kado Mr. Jackson will be Pish- Clemson. Admission will be $ 1
his papers and mementos to
Tush, a noble lord.
Clemson
University was
for adults, students 75 cents,
Production manager and and children under 12,50 cents.
prompted by a resolution
lord
high
executioner
will
be
adopted unanimously by the
Anders Kaufmann. Mr. KaufClemson Board of Trustees in
By ROBERT WHITNEY
mann is on the faculty of the
1960. The resolution urged Mr.
Tiger
Staff
Writer
School of Architecture and is a
Byrnes, a life member of the
Clemson Board of Trustees
The proposed annexation of the Old Stone Church practicing architect in Easley.
He has had both production
since 1941, to consider having Area to Pickens County passed Tuesday, but it is posand performing experience in
his papers permanently presible that the decision will be contested in the courts. many plays and musicals, inserved at the university.
Special display cases will The Stone Church residents voted 419 for and 176 cluding Iolanthe and The Mihouse original cartoons depict- against annexation, meeting the required two-thirds kado at Cornell University, as
ing highlights of his career and requirements by 56 votes. Pickens County voted a well as the Time of the Cukoo,
By DENNIS BOLT
Bells Are Ringing, Separate Tanumerous pictures personally
Tiger Staff Writer
majority
to
accept
the
move.
bles, and Sunrise at Campoautographed to him by some of
Parking spaces will be made
ment
whereby
Oconee
paid
bello
with
the
Memphis
Little
the world's prominent leaders.
The results will be presented
available on G Street, next to
Among them are Presidents to the next session of the Gen- Pickens a certain rate to take Theatre. Mr. Kaufmann pro- the stadium, Senator Bob Ward
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Wood- eral Assembly which is required the students. The area is ser- duced last year's H. M. S. Pin- told the Student Senate this
row Wilson, Dwight D. Eisen- to carry out the annexation pro- viced by schools in Seneca afore in Clemson.
week.
which is about eight miles from
Lord - high-everything-else,
hower, Sir Winston Churchill, cedures.
Senator Ward, student reprePremier Joseph Stalin, and GenHoward English, Director of Clemson. Oconee had not Poo Bah will be played by sentative on the University
eralissimo Chiang Kai-Chek. the Oconee County Planning matched the sum per pupil paid Andy Lord, a Clemson student.
Traffic and Grounds Commitby Pickens, and when over- He has performed as a soloist
Visitors may also see the robe Commission, told The Tiger crowding became a problem in with the Southwestern Orch- tee, said that the spaces will be
at 45-degree angles to the street
worn by Supreme Court Justice that he may contest the an- Pickens County, the matter beestra and was understudy for to provide more room.
Byrnes, and a robe that be- nexation in court. He said that came a problem.
Josephine in Pinafore.
Ward, chairman of the Senlonged to the Archbishop of the lawyers would inspect three
No satisfactory solution
Mrs. Barbara Georgian will ate Traffic and Grounds Comcounter
petitions
and
decide
if
Orthodox Church of Moscow.
could be found by residents, sing the role of Pitti-Sing, anWhen the Orthodox Church was reversal of the decision should county officials, or state lead- other ward of Ko-Ko. She has mittee, also reported that a proposal was made to remove the
forced "underground" follow- be sought.
The counter petitions involv- ers. The students seemed to be been in The Mikado before and senior cars from the lots near
ing the Bolshevik Revolution,
destined to attend Oconee Coun- played the part of Buttercup in dorms 7 and 8.
articles belonging to the church ing citizens in the area who ty schools. A bill in the State last year's Pinafore.
- He said that those lots would
wished to be excluded from the
were sold.
Peep-Bo, also a ward of Ko- be used to park university emAssembly to aid the situation
The papers and mementos annexation were presented to was dropped for lack of a sec- Ko, will be played by Mrs.
ployee vehicles, and the seniors
also relate to his service as Di- the state Attorney General, but ond reading.
Doris Hill. Mrs. Hill has per- would park in what are now
rector of Economic Stabiliza- were denied.
Citizens of the area formed formed as Josephine in Pina- the employee parking spaces.
Jimmy P. Whitlock, Chair- the Stone Church Annexation fore and has been a vocalist at
tion and Head of the War MoSenator Harry Tinsley prebilization Board; as Secretary man of the Stone Church An- Committee in an effort to bring The Farm House in Blowing sented a pamphlet containing
nexation
Committee,
told
The
of State at the Big Three Conthe area into Pickens County. Rock, N. C.
up-to-date information on stuferences at Potsdam, Germany Tiger that these petitions did The committee did this only as
Professor Donald P. Miller dent organizations.
not
seem
to
be
enough
to
reverse
and Moscow; and conference at
a last resort when all other will be the Mikado of Japan.
Copies of this pamphlet are
Paris drafting the Peace the decision.
efforts seemed to have failed. , He had a role in H. M. S. Pin- to be typed and made available
Treaties with Italy and lesser
He cited several State Su- They petitioned the governor, afore and has sung in the Men's
preme Court decisions involv- and a referendum was placed A Capella Choir, Texas A & M to students in the Student Govenemy nations.
ernment Room.
ing similar counter petitions in on the local ballots.
University.
which the petitions were denied.
He also said that the twothirds of the area showed that
annexation was the general will
of the people concerned.
Whitlock and Dr. James Halpin, secretary of the committee,
said they were delighted with
the voters' support. They felt
throughout the Southeast, the the move will strengthen the
club relays messages both to
community as a whole and will
and from military dependants cause no real problems or bad
and other ham operators.
effects on the adjacent counties.
As a part of its regular proOconee County elementary
gram the Radio Club provides and secondary students in
code and theory classes for its Clemson had attended Pickens
members who wish to become County schools under an agreeamateur radio operators. They
meet in the basement of the Old
Education Building on the first
and third Mondays of each
month at 8:00 p.m. The classes
are taught on every Monday
The Flying Tiger Angel
night.
Flight is participating in the
The teletype system that the
Poppy Sale sponsored by the
Club is now building will en- local chapter of the Veterans of
able its members to send and
Foreign War.
receive teletype messages. Their
Poppies will be sold on Nosystem will operate much like
vember 11-12 on Campus and
the systems used by the nation- in the downtown area.
al teletype systems used widely
The Angel Flight is presentby newspapers for receiving ly conducting an old clothes
and sending stories and photo- drive in benefit of the Miracle
graphs.
Hill Orphanage.
During Homecoming this
Any person desiring to doyear the Club put up a display. nate clothes or to contribute in
The Club is sponsored by the any way to this worthy cause
U. S. Army Detachment here at please contact Miss Jean Toole,
Clemson. Advisors for the Club 654-9851, or Miss Judy Jones,
Company B-4 won the annual Army ROTC Field Day on Oct. 27. Here a cadet,
are Col. F. M. McConnell and at 654-2078.
representing Company D-2, competes in the push-ups contest. Company D-3 finished
second overall, and Company D-2 was third. (Photo by Levine)
Maj. Robert A. Anderson.

Byrnes Room Will
Open Saturday
The James F. Byrnes Room
in Clemson University's new
library honoring the eminent
South Carolina statesman will
formally open with fitting ceremonies Saturday, November
26, at 10:30 a.m.
The room is designed to display the belongings and mementos covering Mr. Byrnes'
lifetime of public service.
After the ceremonies are completed, visitors will see a collection of items reflecting Mr.
Byrnes' long and distinguished
career as Justice of the U. S.
Supreme Court, U. S. Secretary
of State, U. S. Congressman
and Senator, and Governor of
South Carolina.
A new portrait and bust of the
prominent world statesman will
be among the features of the
room. The furniture will include the desk and chair used
by Mr. Byrnes during his tenure
as Governor of South Carolina;
the chair used as U. S. Secretary of State; and his desk used
while serving in the U. S. House
of Representatives from 191113.
Among his souvenirs is a
gold sword, 1,020 years old,
given to U. S. Secretary of
State Byrnes by His Royal
Highness Amir Saud, Crown
Prince of Saudi Arabia.
The collection contains two
other swords of notable importance. One, belonging to a
Japanese Army officer who surrendered to U. S. forces, was
presented to Mr. Byrnes by Gen.
Douglas MacArthur. A German
sword, belonging to an officer
who surrendered in France in
1944, was given to him by Gen.
George S. Patton.
Mr. Byrnes' papers and personal correspondence, a price-

Richard Tucker, tenor for the
Metropolitan Opera Company
for the past twenty years, will
be presented in concert at the
Clemson Field House on Monday, November 14 at 8:00 p.
m. This concert will be the second in the Clemson University
Concert Series.
Mr. Tucker began his singing
career as a boy alto in the Allen Street Synagogue on New
York's East Side. At one time
he held one of Conservative
Judaism's top cantorial posts at
the Brooklyn Jewish Center.
Then his teacher, the late Metropolitan Opera tenor, Paul Althouse, suggested that he could
use his voice to a fuller extent
singing the operas of Verdi and
Puccini. Meanwhile Mr. Tucker
had also worked as a Wall
Street runner and as proprietor
of a silk-lining business in the
Manhattan garment district.
The tenor made his Metropolitan Opera debut in Verdi's
"La Gioconda" as Enzo inJanuary, 1945. From his debut in
1945 until the present time,
Tucker has been proclaimed as
heir to the voice of Caruso by
many publications.
Today Richard Tucker is the
Metropolitan's top-paid and
top-ranking tenor. He has sung
more than 450 performances
with the company in New York
and on tours. The State Department sent Mr. Tucker on an 8week tour of the Middle and
Far East during which time he
was heard by over 250,000
people.
Offstage Mr. Tucker lives an
average suburban life on Long
Island with his wife Sara. The

Area Annexation Passes;
May Go To The Courts

Parking
Discussed
In Senate

Radio Club To Participate
In Radio Relay Sweepstakes
Clemson's Amateur Radio
Club, a member of the Military
Affiliate Radio System, is currently building a terminal teletype unit as a part of its projects for the year.
Members of the Clemson
Amateur Radio Club will participate in the American Radio
Relay League Sweepstakes
this weekend. Starting time is
4:00 p.m. on Saturday, with the
ending time at 10:00 p.m. on
Sunday. The Clemson club will
be operating for 24 hours out
of the 30-hour period.
Club members plan to operate four complete amateur
stations simultaneously so as to
cover the most frequencies possible. Each operator will have a
logger to make a record of every station contacted. These records will then be sent to the
ARRL to be eligible for awards
for the most contacts made.
The amateur stations will be
set up in the basement of the
MS Building. The room will be
open during the sweepstakes
for any interested observers.

Dale Turner, president of the
Amateur Radio Club, said,
"Participation in the ARRL
Sweepstakes is one of the more
important projects that the club
has planned for this year. The
operators and loggers are all
looking forward to the event
as a means of testing their proficiency in radio operation. It
also will be very interesting to
get to talk to other amateurs .
all over the United States."
As a part of MARS, the Club
members help provide extra
channels of communication for
the government. According to
Dale Turner, president of the
Club, the station has helped to
relay as many as 40 messages
a week. He listed Viet Nam,
the west coast, and other distant
areas as places that some ofthe messages have originated.
As a MARS station the Club
operate in the Third U. S. Army
Area Net and also in the South
Carolina Tax Training Net:
and the South Carolina Single
Side Band Net. In the radio
nets, or systems of radio station

Poppy Sale

Push-up Work Out

The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration, the
faculty, or the student body as a whole.
Clemson, S. C, Friday, November 11, 1966

State Liquor Laws
Although the liquor referendum has
been defeated, this state still needs to
revise its present liquor laws. Whether
liquor by the drink should follow
later is another question, but revision
of the bottle system should be begun
now.
We believe that each county should
have local option on open bars. We
believe this, but not as strongly as
we believe that the inadequacies of the
bottle system should be cleared up.
This state feels, as do many others, that citizens who are not mature
should be denied the use of such a
powerful stimulant as alcoholic beverages. This maturity is judged by
age (presently 21), which after all is
about the only available yardstick.
No quarrel can be made about this,
but the enforcement of the law is another question entirely.
Documented evidence is not available, but almost any 18-year-old will
tell you that liquor is not hard to come
by in this state. The question arises,
why is the law ignored?
Many answers are self-evident. The
sheer number of liquor stores prevents proper enforcement of the law.
Police departments can not be spread
so thinly as to observe each store.
Some proprietors themselves do not
seem to show concern over violation of the law.
An effective way of dealing with
proprietors who violate the law should
be found. Loopholes occur in the present law on this. But loopholes will
exist in almost any law of this nature.
The only equitable solution to this
problem seems to lie in state-controlled
and state-operated liquor stores.
Under this system the number of
liquor stores can be reduced. The
state can operate several large stores,
rather than ihe small, privately-owned
ones that now exist. Police observance
can then be insured.
Clerks in the separate stores would
be part of the civil service of the
state, and should therefore be more

diligent in upholding the law. Wages
could be high enough as to insure
that the best personnel would man the
stores.
There would be no loopholes in
licensing, since there would be no
stores other than those operated by
the state.
Opponents of this move would argue
that free enterprise and individual initiative are at stake. And they are.
But how free is enterprise in the operation of a liquor store? There is no
advertising for individual stores. Who
may one sell to? Regulated. How little
can one buy? Regulated. Prices? Regulated. Hours? Regulated.
The individual proprietor is free to
make money, and that is all.
So we favor Alcoholiv Beverage
Control by the state over the present
system. In other words, we feel that
the law can only be administered
equitably under state control and that
the profits from the sale of liquor
could be better used by the state.
We would give up free enterprise to
prevent underage youths drinking
liquor in cars. We would give up free
enterprise to enable the state to receive
the profits presently made by proprietors who seem, too often, to ignore the law. We would give up free
enterprise to stop the traffic in liquor
across the state line into North Carolina.
Alcoholic beverages are cheaper in
our sister state by about 65 cents
a fifth because of the state-controlled
system. In North Carolina the profits
of the individual store go to the state,
and can be diverted into roads, education, etc.
If South Carolina proves successful in this venture, then is the time to
say to the people, "We have controlled
liquor-by-the-bottle and can do the
same with liquor-by-the-drink."
Until that time comes we do not
see any hope for our friends in
Charleston, Columbia or Greenville
who would like to open the bars in
their cities.

From The HILLSIDE
Crooner Perry Como used
to open a segment of his old
television show with the little
ditty, "Letters, letters, we get
stacks and stacks of letters."
The Tiger also gets stacks
and stacks of letters. And not
just letters to Tom, or "please
change my subscription address from
to
," or
"Where the ...&*() is the ad I
paid you for last week?"

staff. But we have received such
jewels in the past couple of
weeks that I decided to share
them with you.
Consider, for example, a letter which begins, "We are a
group of students who are seriously interested in the truth of
the assassination of John F.
Kennedy." The Group consists
of eight Young Philadelphians
who have collaborated on an
You see, there are those out editorial which they think we
there in the never-never land of should print. The editorial beThe Great American Public gins, "John F. Kennedy was
who believe that we, as a col- shot to death on November 22,
lege newspaper, have great in- 1963 by more than one assassfluence on "molding the minds in. The fact that Kennedy was
of our nation's youth." So The shot from the front is dramaticTiger office is constantly being ally obvious upon viewing
deluged , with propaganda films of the assassination..."
sheets from numerous outfits,
From this evidence the eight
who have but one wish—to get self-appointed detectives "conat YOU!
clude" that 1) there was a conOrdinarily, such poop sheets spiracy to assassinate the.Presare consigned to our great cir- ident; and 2) that the Warren
cular file, which is semian- Commission has participated
nually cleared by the janitor. in an attempt to deprive the
Occasionally the more prepos- American people of the knowl-'
terous of these journalistic bom- edge of who killed Kennedy and
basts is tacked to our bulletin why. After further indicting the
board, for the edification of the Commission and even Life

magazine, the eight give us an
invitation: "Let us go to Washington, D. C. to the National
Archives this November 22, in
order to study the assassination of John Kennedy." A reenactment, maybe?
Next we hear from the Fifth
Annual Thanksgiving Fast for
Freedom Committee. They
want students on Thanksgiving
to "voluntarily give up their
evening meal in a coordinated
fast so that impoverished Negroes in the South may eat."
This isn't to be sneezed at—last
year's Fast raised over $26,000.
In a summary of what the
Committee did with this twentysix grand is the following statement. "Five student workers are
now working in twenty South
Carolina Counties, organizing
local people to pressure their
county agencies to initiate programs of this sort (food distribution programs)." Shades
of outside agitation!
"You can organize a Fast on
your campus," the letter exhorts. "Return the enclosed
postcard now." Sorry, we lost

Our Whistle Is Gone

v.~.-;

have to examine exactly what
function grades fulfill.
This summer, at the US Student Press Association (USSPA) Congress at the University of Illinois, I attended a
three-day seminar on "issues
in higher education." On the last
day, Paul Lauter, of the American Friends Service Committee,
spoke of grades. "No way
around it, we need them," was
the outcry of a few seated
around the table. Lauter's constant question was "Why?" So
there's some basis for measuring achievement was the
answer. "Why?" So the school,
the student, and others can see
how well the student is learning,
was the answer. Then the
question was raised, "in order
to do what?"
The answer to that, of course,
is that we 'need' grades in order to do many things. We need
them to flunk students out of
college, because we don't have
adequate facilities to accommodate all who want to come. We
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need them for gaining admission to graduate schools. We
'need' them so that IBM knows
who to hire. We need ^them,
that is, for extrinsic, rather than
intrinsic reasons. And every
school retains grading because
that criteria survives in other
social institutions.
The answer to this constant
objection that graduate schools
and corporations won't know
who to pick if the university
abolishes grades was suggested by Paul Goodman in Compulsory Mis-education: that
these institutions administer
their own tests. 'Why,' he asks,
'should Harvard professors do
the testing for corporations and
graduate schools?"
Presendy, everyone is entrapped within a system. And
that includes the students. For
students, Goodman believes,
'the primary duty of the university is to deprive them of thenprops, their dependence on extrinsic valuation and motivation.'
Last semester, one psychology instructor at Roosevelt
University, Chicago, Illinois,
offered to let his students plan
the structure of their course:
whether or not there would be
a textbook, whether it would be
lecture or discussions, and
whether they would break up
into smaller groups. They discussed it for three class periods, and decided they wanted
him to decide.
For they were afraid. Afraid
of what would happen to them
on the final that the instructor
was still forced to procure.
Afraid of whether they would
learn what they were 'responsible for.' And afraid of
testing their capacity to explore
questions and problems with
relevance to students'lives, and
even the professor said that
there were certain fundamentals
which he felt compelled to instill because those going on to
higher courses would not otherwise be able to handle them—
that is, pass them.
In the meantime, all of us sit
around and wait for our enlightened administrators to
suddenly perceive all this. For
this, too, Lauter had an answer.
Asked when and how the reforms he talked of could begin, he said, 'Why not here
and now 7 If the university continues to grade, continues to
(Continued on Page 5)

the postcard. But at least it's
heartening to learn that "impoverished Negroes " reside only in the South, and not in Harlem, N. Y., nor South Side,
Chicago, nor within view of the
capitol in Washington, D. C,
from whence this letter cometh.
Then there's the pile of garbage from the "review"crowd—
those striving artists who will
be glad to give us a free copy
of their latest book, record, or
folio if we'll print a review of
their efforts. This week's winner
comes from author Bob Tralins. In a cover letter introducing his book, Tralins states,
"This book is based upon fact.
It reveals an appalling situation which exists today in our
American government. The
President of the United States
does control his own court—the
Tax Court which is under the
jurisdiction of the Executive
Branch of government...Therefore it is possible for the President to become "King" of the
United States simply by exercising his power which enables
him to exert great pressure upon the pocketoooks of all American citizens." Another Seven
Days in May or Fail-Sale? Then
you look at the book.
It's a red-covered paperback
entiUed The Miss From S.I.S.,
who's blurbed as "the swingin'est secret agent that ever
changed into something more
comfortable than a trench
coat!" The book cover features
a picture of a tuff busty blonde
outfitted in black tights with
semi-topless top. Further investigation reveals that this gal
packs three hundred feet of special wire in her girdle, a couple
of dart-shooting muzzles inside
each shoe, a fountain pen that
fires lethal pellets, and a fang
device installed in a tooth,
which, when activated .by
tongue pressure, injects a drug
into whoever's kissing her
which not only knocks him out
but also renders him impotent.
Ian Fleming is probably kicking the slats out of his casket.
But the all-time, award-winning semester's best letter comes
from "just everyday working
people" in Corning, New York.
Referring to the current "moral
decay," they fear a "very possible 20th Century Sodom and
Gomorrah."

In an effort to fight this evil
and to inspire our youth, these
folks are founding, "as an incentive to our youth, as something to be proud of, and look
up to," a "No Sex Before Marriage" Club. Memberships are
offered for the fee of one dollar, for which you will be furnished with a "very lovely"
certificate, 8" x 11" and suitable for framing. The certificates should "greatly aid one's
self in time of trial and temptation. " Buttons and wallet-sized
cards are also available. You
can even purchase the certificates in volume and "distribute
them among many, for whatever amount you would decide
upon, giving the proceeds to
your favorite charity."
Wouldn't the "No Sex "button
look good between your "We
Try Harder" and "I'm Particular" buttons? Worth at least
five cool points.
"I am sure (we) will be laughed at, and ridiculed by many,"
the letter goes on. Show them
that we aren't ridiculing them.
Send your dollars to KELCRO,
N. S. P. O., Corning, N. Y.,
14830. Be the first on your
hall to have a "No Sex Before
Marriage" shingle.

* * *

WEEK'S BESTJOKE: From
the
Gamecock,
Carolina's
weekly wiper, comes news of
a Tiger Joke Contest. Readers
are invited to send in funnies
cutting Clemson, which the
Gamecock staff will judge and
offer five skins to the winner.
As inspiration to the jokesters,
the paper listed a dozen poor
attempts at humor, and one
good one, which follows:
What do you call ninety-six
Clemson girls in a swimming
pool?
The Bay of Pigs.

* * *

DRAMA IN REAL LIFE:
Last week student Don Shelley
was eating dinner in Clemson's
renowned Dining Hall when he
espied a worm (approx. % inch
long, green, with brown stripes)
calmly munching on his lettuce.
Student Dining Hall Chief
Honcho Marshall Dantzlerwas
summoned to the scene. The unabashed Dantzler surveyed the
situation, then quipped, "Well,
we don't charge anything extra
for the meat."

NON-EATERS
LOSE MONEY

Using Grades For The Draft
By BERNARD FARBER
The Collegiate Press Service
One of the biggest issues at
Universities is the question of
the use of grades and class
ranks by the Selective Service
System to draft students.
Among the many arguments
presented against university cooperation with this system is
the contention that it would
disrupt the classroom situation
by making students afraid to
do anything other than compete for life and death grades.
This, it is argued, would lead
many students to neglect to explore problems and concepts of
interest to them, neglect to seriously question the assumptions of the teacher, but rather
memorize, apple-polish, and
ask are we responsible for this
on the test?
Carrying this theme a bit
farther, some students and faculty begin to question whether
the grading system itself does
not similarly disrupt the educational process. Those who do

if
CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor
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Letters To Tom

Holiday Quiz Reaction
Dear Tom,
I am writing this letter in
reference to your article on holiday quizzes. I can't understand
why these quizzes are necessary. It seems to me that the
responsibility should lie with
the student. Now is the time for
students to learn how to handle
themselves. If a student feels
that he can afford to take the
cuts, why shouldn't he be allowed to take them? We are allowed three cuts so why can't
we take them when we choose?
Some students take their cuts
at different times during the
semester. Many of these students take their cuts on weekends when they go home (something that many of us can't
do). Others save them so that
they can take them around a
holiday.
My biggest complaint with
these quiz and triple cut ideas
is that they most affect those
students from the North or
other sections of the country
that are some distance from
Clemson. A quiz or triple cut
rule on Wednesday would force
me to leave Wednesday afternoon. This would mean that I
would possibly arrive home on
Thursday in time to eat dinner
and then sleep for a few hours
after traveling fifteen plus
hours. In order to get back to
school on time I would have
to leave early Sunday morning.
I would have, at best, two and
one-half days at home. For
some others this is even impractical. These students remain in
Clemson for the holiday.
I planned to leave a few days
early and return early for the
South Carolina game. However, if I must wait until Wednesday to leave I won't get to
see the game. This is also true
of a number of other students.

I hope that this letter will be
printed and hence read by the
professors of this school. This
letter may have no bearing on
anyone's decisions, but I hope
that come Thanksgiving Day
these professors when bowing
their heads at the family dinner
table to say grace think of those
students who were the victims
of their very important ten minute quiz which forced these students to spend their holiday
traveling in a car or having
their meal in the dining hall.
Tom Grieve
Class of '69

Fred's Plan
Dear Tom,
There are quite a few things
that I would like to say. First,
I want to thank everyone for
coming to the freshman meeting. We tried to show everyone
exactly what we are doing in
student government and also
the importance of it to them. A
lot of fellas (sic) have told me
that they got some good things
out of the meeting. I hope the
next one will give a larger
turnout.
In last week's Tiger, Pat
Bruening expressed some very
good ideas toward parking of
students. If Pat would come by
my room when he gets a chance
(11-214), I would like to tell
him what I'm trying to do about
the problem. The student government has a lot more power
than many students give them
credit. As not seen in the past,
the freshman class has taken a
greater action in student government. The problem of student parking should be attacked by all classes since obviously it affects all classes. If
I can get some all-out support,

we can bring a tremendous influence into the picture instead
of just talk.
The front page heading in
last week's Tiger concerning
holiday quizzes has brought
much talk. I will acknowledge
the administration's point that
holday cuts could very well
cost a day in the classroom.
I will also acknowledge the
point brought to me by students that they have the right to
take a cut whenever they please;
especially the ones that have
saved their cuts in order to get
home. It seems that the problem has plagued the school
for many years. A good compromise could probably end
everything. Cuts should be
granted as always except before
and after holidays. At this time,
students having a C average
would be allowed to use their
cuts in order to leave early.
This idea seems to me a sufficient one, and more important, a sincere way of making the administration happy.
Fred Morris
Freshman President

Harsh Edict
Dear Tom,
This letter concerns the recent
math department edict on tests
the day before and after
Thanksgiving. This action of
the math department is entirely
unappropriate. It should not be
within the jurisdiction of the
math department to try and
keep students on campus, and
that is what the result of this
edict will be. Is the math department trying to complicate
matters for the students who live
outside a 500 mile radius and
want to go home for Thanks(Continued on Page 3)

By JIM HEMPHILL
Tiger Columnist
Some students are helping to pay for the meals
of other students.
Many boys and most girls miss every breakfast. Also many students spend every other weekend away from campus. Plus, on big weekends
many students eat off campus.
The meal tickets cover sixteen weeks or approximately three hundred and sixty meals. At a total
cost of two hundred and fifty dollars, this works
out to be sixty-four cents per meal.
If a man misses every breakfast, that is seventytwo dollars lost. If a man misses five meals for
eight weekends, that is twenty-six dollars lost. If
a man misses breakfasts and half of the weekends, this is ninety dollars lost.
It is not unusual for a student to have only
half of the meals punched on his ticket. These students are losing one hundred and seventy-five dollars a semester.
Students who miss a lot of meals are subsidizing
those students who eat every meal in the cafeteria.
It seems only fair that people who eat less should
pay less, and people who eat more should pay
more.
There is nothing really wrong with compelling
students to buy meal tickets, except that it is just
poor diplomacy to compel Americans to do anything.
Students are going to eat in the cafeteria whether
we have compulsory meal tickets or not. Therejust
is not any other place around here to eat.
Let students try eating hamburgers three meals
a day at Dan's, or just one meal at the Clemson
House, and the students will suddenly come to appreciate the food in the dining hall.
The best plan that has been suggested so far is
to have meal books with tickets that are torn out
at each meal. No one has shown preference for a
cashier at the end of the line.
People feel that the present cafeteria management
is doing a terrific job. This has been the only real
sore spot in their program.
* * *
Have you ever noticed that most of the students
around here have a persecution complex? To hear
one talk you would get the impression that they
think college is a constant fight for survival for
them.
They seem to think that the administration is
trying to enslave them, the faculty is trying to flunk
them out, the cafeteria is trying to poison them,
the book store is trying to rob them, the campus
police are going to shoot them, Dan's is going to
fleece them, Sloan's is luring them in, and there is
not an attractive girl within a hundred miles of
here.
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Marvell's Poem
Boils UNC Grad.
CHAPEL HILL, N. C. (CPS)
—If University of North Carolina graduate instructors have
their way, English teacher
Michael Paull, removed from
teaching duties for lacking "effective communication" with his
students, will be given back his
class.
Paull was relieved of his freshman English class last week by
University Chancellor Carlyle
Sitterson after the graduate instructor's assignment of a
theme on seduction embarrassed some students and drew
unfavorable publicity over a
local television station, WRALTV.
The assignment, given in
conjunction with class reading
of English poet Andrew Marvell's "To a Coy Mistress,"was
completedly misinterpreted by
students, according to Paull;
and to prove the point, he read
several student papers aloud in
class. One paper contained
words "inserted only for shock
value," the instructor said, and
the protests of offended students
led Sitterson to the conclusion
that "the normal teacher-student learning relationship "had
been disturbed.
Following Paull's removal,
part-time English instructors
threatened a boycott of their
classes unless their colleague
were immediately reinstated.
Charging that the Chancellor,
appointed several weeks ago,
had given in to local community pressures, the instructors said they would meet
their classes at scheduled times,
but would not teach.

Their boycott did not materialize, however, because a
five-man English department
committee was appointed to reexamine the case. The committee, with two instructors as
members, was asked to give
recommendations to the full faculty "as soon as possible."
The appointment of the committee was hailed by the graduate instructors as a "moral
victory." The English department has "made it clear that
they would reinstate Paull if
they could,"oneinstructor said.
Paull added that he has full
confidence that "the English department will arrive at a fair
and honest decision."
But the committee's report
must go to Chancellor Sitterson
for final approval, even if the
full faculty approves the reassignment of Paull to his class.
While prospects look good for
his return to class, one instructor complained that the
Chancellor "had not made it
clear to the department that it
has full power in the case; otherwise the department would
have reinstated Paull during
the investigation."
So the embattled Ph.D. candidate remains without his class.
His substitute, however, is beginning to face trouble. When
two photographers from Life
magazine were barred from entering the class, they stacked
chairs up in the hallway and
shot pictures through the window over the door. The two
were eventually routed from the
building by the head of the campus police.

last half of the drive. At 12:30
the deadline for official contributions, F-5 was declared the
winner with $130.00. A few
minutes later, E-5 came into
the radio station with additional contributions which gave
them a total of $133.00. The
deadline was meant and needed to keep the races from going
on all night.
The response to the bottle collection was unexpected to say
the least. A-9, the fabled "bottle-bombers", swung into a supposedly comfortable lead by
sloughing off several hundred
bottles from their ammo dump.
B-9 calmly retaliated in "defense of the Great Pumpkin"
with the impossible number of
1,700 bottles and thebattlewas
on.
A-9 immediately mobilized
their cavalry division and
moved out towards the North
and West while the Pumpkin
Brigade muscled their way into
the South and East. The combined result of all this was the
curious absence the next morning of a single bottle within 20
miles of the Clemson campus
and a final tally which showed
the A-9 "bombers" bested by
B-9 who ammassed a total of
4,100 bottles to humbled A-9's
total of 3,800.

Housing
The dorm office now has a
fairly complete list of available
rental space off campus in the
surrounding areas. Any student interested in living off cam-:
pus can find whether there is
available space suited to his
needs off campus in these files.

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
MR.BIG

Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle of Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it's in
your hand.
Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your
together.
(You
should; they're
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows

And then? And then? And then you unleash it.
SPRITE!
It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
Heads turn. Whisperings.
"Who's that strangely
fascinating student 'with the arch smile. And what's
in that curious green bottle that's making such
a racket?"
And you've arrived!
The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You're somebody, uh...uh, whoever-you-are.

ma®.
REGIS1E0E0 I

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE .1UST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.
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Are Clemson Students Wet?

(Photo by McDuflie)

A Common Sight At College
Quizzes Hit
(Continued from Page 2)
giving? It certainly seems so.
We are sure it would make
no difference to the math professors if the tests were held on
Monday or even Friday before Thanksgiving.
This edict is a rather harsh
measure. Something should
and is being done about it. We

understand that the Student
Senate and the administration
are trying to come up with a
satisfactory solution relating to
this edict. We hope this collaboration will result in a satisfactory solution.
David Reider '70
Don Lofstrom '70
Norman Woods '69
Jim Johnson '70
Ed Pusey '70

Miracle Hill Drive Big Success
Dear Tom.,
As chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, it is
my pleasure and privilege to
report on the highly successful
Miracle Hill fund raising drive
held last Wednesday night, November 2, at radio station
WSBF.
The original goal of $1,000
was exceeded by more than
50 percent. Total cash of $1,490 was contributed by the
student body. Also, well over
10,000 drink bottles were collected which will bring over
$200 in refunds for them. In
addition to this, about ten
books of redemption stamps
were contributed.
The response from the student body was fantastic. Several persons contributed individually as much as twenty
to thirty dollars. A remarkable
competitive atmosphere developed between the two women's
dorms and between F-5 and E-5
in contributions and between
A-9 and B-9 in the bottle "collection".
The women's dorms exchanged leads numerous times
during the four and a half hour
drive with Dorm No. 1 coming
out ahead in the final count with
$205.05 which was also the
greatest in the whole drive.
Dorm No. 2 copped second
place with $146.00.
The competition in the men's
dorms should actually be considered apart from that of the
women since no hall has more
than ninety residents. Halls F-5
and E-5 were far ahead in hall
contributions and exchanged
leads several times during the
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One interesting instance occurred when a male freshman
who wished to remain anonymous contributed twenty dollars in honor of twenty coeds
which he named. He later challenged the named coeds to
match his twenty dollars and
if they would do so, he would
contribute another ten dollars.
They did and he did.
In the competition among
the fraternities, Phi Kappa Delta won with $54.00.
A better more generous or
spirited response from the stu-

dent body could not have been
hoped for. The work of many
hall supervisors, fraternity representatives and dorm presidents was outstanding as was
the effort of many other individuals. The job that radio station WSBF performed was remarkable and stimulated tremendous interest in the drive.
They gave their full support
and cooperation before, during and, in the case of the bottle
problem, after the drive.
Al Montgomery

By DENNIS BOLT
Tiger Staff Writer
Sixty-five percent of the student body consumes alcoholic
beverages, according to a
report by Frank Kapp.
Alcoholic consumption increases until age 20 and sharply drops thereafter, Mr. Kapp's
report says.
In the survey, conducted for
an advanced English class,
were tallied at consumption of
51 per cent by freshmen.
Sophomore consumption increased to 72 percent while consumption among juniors
reached 81 percent. A sharp
decline was evident in the drop
from 81 percent to 62 percent
for seniors.
Clemson coeds responded
much in the same pattern as the
men. Of the freshmen coeds 45
percent answered that they
drank while an increase to 65
percent among sophomore coeds occurred.
Consumption of alcoholic
beverages of Clemson junior
and senior coeds were greater
than junior and senior men.
83 percent of junior coeds said
that they drink and 78 percent
of senior girls said that they
partake of alcohol.
Four hundred students were
questioned in the poll.
Apparently, the trend at
Clemson of coeds is for hard
liquor, as only 12.5 percent of
them responded that they prefer beer.
The most evident trend was
the decrease in popularity of
beer after the freshman year.
Over half of the freshmen
showed preference for beer.
However, only 21 percent of
sophomores prefered beer while
30 percent of the juniors and
seniors favored beer to hard
liquor.
Males showed that they have
almost no preference for wine.
Three-fifths of those males that
drink prefered hard liquor to
beer. A strong preference for

hard liquor was shown from the eds at the age of twenty-one.
ages twenty through twenty- Then 92 percent of the coeds
at age twenty answered that
seven.
Clemson coeds seemed to they do partake of alcohol.
It can be readily assumed
favor hard liquor to beer and
wine as 75 percent responded that the increase in drinking
likewise. Preference of only through the junior year is due
hard liquor was shown by co- to an increase in exposure to

Friday Night At Flicks
Earns Students Grades
BUFFALO, N. Y. (CPS)At least one class at the State
University of New York at
Buffalo is going to the movies
and getting credit for it.
Such pleasurable scholarly
inroads into the medium are
part of a recently instituted
course in "The Feature Film."
The class was the first to fill
up on registration day.
The Wednesday afternoon
film lab, which has brought
such movie classics as D. W.
Griffith's "Intolerance," "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," and
several Charlie Chaplin shorts
to the campus, is supplemented
by intensive study and discussion of the historical and technical aspects of films.
"We began with a study of
very primitive films such as
'The Great Train Robbery'."
said Mr. Thomas W. Benson,
instructor in drama and speech
who teaches the course. "We are
primarily trying to show on
campus films the students are
not likely to see elsewhere."
Each lab is preceded by a
class session at which Benson
describes how the film to be
viewed is representative of its
time, its outstanding features,
and various critical appraisals
of the film. The second of the
two class meetings which are
held each week follows the lab
and is reserved for class discussion.
The students' assignments,
however, are not restricted to

Our Bootmaster by Thom McAn
has everything you expect from an expensive shoe
Except expense

on-campus films. Even a Saturday night movie date could become a laboratory session
when students are expected to
write five papers on various
technical aspects of films they
have viewed in local theatres.
Although study has served
to fan the interest of the students, one coed found that her
increased knowledge left her at
a disadvantage with less critical
movie goers.
Her friends told her she was
a "bother," she lamented to
Benson, because she kept nudging them to look at all those
marvelous camera angles.

For Your Clothing
Needs Shop

MENS

SHOP

CLEMSON

SENECA

On Campus

with
MaxSklman

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!'
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

"M" IS FOR THE MANY THINGS
YOU'LL TEACH HER

Master and Dr. of Science in Nuclear Engineering
Financial aid available for Engineering and Science Majors
for study in Nuclear Engineering. Fellowships, traineeships, and research assistantships available. For information write: Chairman, Department of Nuclear Engineering, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia.

social activity and alcohol. The
seniors, apparently, seem little
less fascinated by alcohol than
are underclassmen.
Drinking at Clemson can be
compared humorously to that
at USC by the article which
appeared in the October 28
issue of The Gamecock.
This article said, "Speaking
of the finer things of life, there
is a rumor circulating our fair
campus that a summer issue
of Playboy contained a list of
the top ten drinking colleges
in the United States, and the
University of South Carolina
was not among them.
"Before you take the case to
court, I think you ought to hear
the footnote that will restore
your faith in a fine publication and your pride in a wet
institution," the article continued.
"In fine print at the bottom of
the page, the editors commented, 'South Carolina and Virginia were ■ not included with
the above amateurs. They are
professionals'," the article concluded.
Clemson was not mentioned
in the article.

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE
Downtown Clemson

At DuPonlyour
'accomplibility'
is rewarded
Handsomely.
The rewards are impressive: recognition
... leadership . . . reputation . .. challenge.
What's "accomplibility"?
And a well-satisfied "accomplibility."
It's our special word for a technical
man's capacity for individual accomplishLearn more about Du Pont. Send this coupon
for a subscription to the Du Pont magazine.
ment, for getting things done —
well. It may be a breakthrough in
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
3656 Nemours Building
fiber technology, a series of proWilmington, Delaware 19898
fessional lectures, or the developPlease send me the Du Pont magazine.
ment of a new process machine.
Name
As a technical man*, you
Major
Class
Degree expected
should be thinking about your
College
opportunities for achievement in
Mv adrfross
the field of your choice.
State
Zip Cnrle
Citv
Du Pont offers a climate of
freedom and innovation, plus the
means to accomplishment. You have at your
"This year, our recruiters will be at
your school looking mainly for Ch.E., M.E.,
disposal the equipment and materials you
I.E., E.E., C.E., chemistry, physics and
need for exploring ideas . . . proving out
mathematics graduates. Du Pont is an equal
theories. You have specialists for informaopportunity employer.
tion, trained technicians to assist you.
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Better Things for Better Living ... through Chemistry

Nobody will dispute—surely not I—that raising children
is a task which requires full time and awesome skills.
Nonetheless, a recent nationwide survey has revealed a
startling fact: mothers who go back to work after their
children are safely through the early years are notably
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfilled than mothers
who simply remain housewives. Moreover—and mark this
well—the children of such working mothers are themselves
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfilled!
All very well, you say, but what's it got to do with you ?
Isn't it obvious ? If you are underachieving at college, get
your mother a job.
What kind of job? Well sir, your mother is probably
between 35 and 50 years of age, so certain occupations
must immediately be ruled out. Logging, for example. Or
whaling. Or carhopping.
But don't despair. There are other kinds of jobs—not
many, to be sure, but some. However, you must not stick
Mom in just any old job. You must remember that after
the excitement of raising you, she would be bored to tears
as a file clerk, for instance, or as a dolman. (A dolman, as
we all know, is someone who brings handf uls of water to
track layers. With the recent invention of the pail, dolmen
are gradually falling into technological unemployment.)
But I digress. I was saying, find Mom a job worthy of
her talents, something challenging that uses her vast wisdom and experience but, at the same time, is not too hard
on her obsolescing tissues. That's what Walter Sigafoos
did, and the results were brilliantly successful.
Walter, a sophomore at the Upper Maryland College of
Wickerwork and Belles Lettres, majoring in raffia, approached the problem scientifically. First he asked himself
what his mother did best. Well sir. what she did best was
to keep hollering, "Dress warm, Walter!"
At first glance this seemed a skill not widely in demand,
but Walter was not discouraged. He sent out hundreds of
inquiries and today, I am pleased to report, his mother is
happily employed as wardrobe mistress for the Montreal
Canadiens.
Another fortunate venture was that of Frank C. Gransmire, a junior at the Oregon State Conservatory of Music
and Optometry, majoring in sties. Frank, like Walter, did
a survey in depth of his mother's talents. Chief among
them, he found, was her ability to make a roast of beef
feed the whole family for three days. So, naturally, Frank
got her a job at the Museum of Natural History.
What has one to do with the other, you ask? Isn't it
obvious ? Anyone who can stretch ribs like that belongs in
paleontology.
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I cannot conclude this column without saying a few
words about Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. The
reason I cannot is that this column is sponsored by the
makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and
they are inclined to get peckish if I omit to mention their
product.
Not, mind you, that it is a chore for me to plug
Personna. Or, for the matter of that, to shave with
Personna. No sir: no chore. Personna takes the pain out
of shaving, scraps the scrape, negates the nick, repudiates
the rasp, peels the pull, boycotts the burn, blackballs the
bite, ousts the ouch. Furthermore, Personna endures and
abides, gives you luxury shave after luxury shave, day
after day after day. And further furthermore, Personna
is available both in double-edge style and Injector style.
And as if all this were not bounty enough, Personna is
now offering you a chance to grab a fistful of $100 bills!
Stop at your Personna dealer and get an entry blank for
the new Personna Super Stainless Steel Sweepstakes. But
hurry! Time is limited. A
#

*

*

© 1966. Max Shulman

The maker* of Personna who bring you this column all
through the school year also bring you the ultimate in
luxury shaving with Personna and Personna's partner
in shaving comfort—Burma Shave, regular or menthol.
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Tigers Meet Terps Saturday
With ACC Title On The Line
By BILL SMITH
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Tigers, currently on top in the ACC travel to
College Park, Maryland tomorrow to tackle the Maryland
Terapins in a game that will
probably determine the conference championship.
After witnessing the Terps fall
by three points to N. C. State
last week, Clemson defensive
coach Banks McFadden commented, "It will be hard to stop
their offense. Our biggest problem will be stopping that great
passing attack. Pastrana can
put that ball anywhere he
wants, and he can throw it a
mile with a flick of his wrists."
The Terps, coached by the
former coach of the AFL
Buffalo Bills, Lou Saban, will
present the Tigers defensive
secondary with its severest test
of the season. The main concern of the defensive backs will
be how to stop junior quarterback Alan Pastrana, who is
rated by the Clemson coaching staff as one of the most
dangerous passers in the country. Pastrana proved his ability to pass last week against
the Wolfpack throwing three
bombs in less than two minutes, including a 60-yard pass
thrown on the run.
Pastrana is currently third in
the conference in passing of-

fense behind Addison and Virginia's Bob Davis. He has completed 75 of 135 passes for
1040 yards and 12 touchdowns
to lead the conference in touchdown passes.

Baker
Maryland's defense is currently leading the conference.
The stingy Terps have allowed
their opponents only 220yards
a game on the ground and in
the air. Maryland's alert secondary, best in the ACC have
held their opponents to 89
yards per game through the air
and have intercepted eleven
passes.
Backing up the strong pass-

ing attack is the Terps'running
game which operates much like
the pros in that it depends more
on the backs than the line. The
Terrapins' favorite play is the
power sweep to either side, and
all their ball carriers have good
speed and size.
Coach McFadden commented on their running game. "Ernie Terrain and wingback Alvin Lee do much of the work for
the Terps, and the fullback BUI
Lovett is their best blocker. On
pass plays which are seen quite
often in Maryland's type offense, Lovett gives Pastrana
tremendous protection."
Catching Pastrana's passes
are three of the best receivers
in the Conference. Flanker Bobby Collins, a 9.8 speedster, is
Pastrana's favorite target and
has caught four touchdown
passes so far this year.
At split end is Billy Van
Heusen, a 6'3" block of granite
who blocks extremely well and
can run with the ball after he
catches it. Chip Myrtle fills the
tight end slot and is doing an
excellent job for the Terps.
Myrtle has extremely good
hands and good moves. In the
clutch, Pastrana usually throws
to Collins, who has made many
impossible catches this year, according to Clemson scouts.
The Terp defense will be a pro
4-3 with a line that compares
in size with Southern Cal. The

strongest part of their forward
wall is their two huge defensive
ends Ron Pearson and Art
Brozostowsik.
They have
wrecked many opponents' end
sweeps this year, plus putting a
great rush on the passer.
Coach Art Baker described
the Terps as "very aggressive."
They will try to play us man to
man as much as possible. They

hit hard and their defensive
backs are smooth operators.
We can expect some great pass
coverage from them and they
love to rush those big ends.
Maryland's Hardest tackier is
their middle linebacker Art
Levansky. He hits like a freight
train and they try to force all
runners to him."

Intramural Sports
One of the hottest games of
the intramural football season
was played last Friday, as Terry Hancock and Jim Engram
led the Numeral Society to a 192 plastering of the Cherokee
County.
Hancock fired two touchdown passes for the Numerals,
one to Engram and the other
to Tom Fitts, and was backed
up all the way by an alert defense.
Cherokee County threatened
to score three times, as quarterback Butch McAbee and running back Bill Davis moved
and found holes in the Numeral Society front line.
But Bucky Walter took the
win out of the Cherokee sails
with a key interception of a
McAbee pass as the Cherokee
County eleven was only 10
yards from paydirt.

Cherokee County's lone score
resulted from a tackle by R.
B. Orr which dropped a Numeral Society runner behind the
goal line for a safety.
November 4 Scores
Chi Eagles 19, D-3 0
Textiles 12, Engineers 6
Scuba Club 14, P. Kap Blue 13
November 7 Scores
Chester Co. 7, K. A. Devils 0
C-7 28, D-6 0
S. K. Blues, 14, Clem. Tide 12
WSBF 1, Chem. Engineers 0
(penetration)
Chi Raiders 8, F^l 6
E-6 7, Union Co. 0
November 8 Scores
Kappa Alpha Deacs 31, E-5 0
A-9 12, Kap Epsilon White 0
B-8 19, 12th Dorm 6
Garden State 12, Alpha Gam. 6
F-5 40, E-2 0
Phi Kap White 13, Gaston Co. 7

We Pick 'Em
CARROS
CLEMSON over Maryland
U.N.C. over Air Force
N.C. State over Sou. Mississippi
Memphis State over Wake Forest
Alabama over South Carolina
Wofford over Davidson
Tennessee over Mississippi
Arkansas over S.M.U.
Princeton over Yale
Notre Dame over Duke
California over Army
Navy over Vanderbilt
Ga. Tech over Penn. State
Florida over Tulane
Purdue over Minnesota
Oklahoma over Missouri
Georgia over Auburn
Rice over Texas A&M
Baylor over Texas Tech
V.M.I, over Citadel

LOVE
CLEMSON
U.N.C.
N.C. State
Memphis St.
Alabama
Davidson
Tennessee
Arkansas
Princeton
Notre Dame
Army
Navy
Ga. Tech
Florida
Purdue
Oklahoma
Auburn
Rice
Baylor
V.M.I.

SMITH
CLEMSON
Air Force
N.C. State
Memphis St.
Alabama
Wofford
Tennessee
Arkansas
Princeton
Notre Dame
California
Navy
Ga. Tech
Florida
Purdue
Oklahoma
Georgia Rice
Baylor
V.M.I.

COPELAND
CLEMSON
Air Force
N.C. State
Memphis St.
Alabama
Davidson
Tennessee
Arkansas
Princeton
Notre Dame
Army
Navy
Ga. Tech
Florida
Purdue
Oklahoma
Georgia
Rice
Baylor
V.M.I.

JEBAILY
CLEMSON
Air Force
N.C. State
Memphis St.
Alabama
Davidson
Tennessee
Arkansas
Princeton
Notre Dame
Army
Navy
Ga. Tech
Florida
Purdue
Oklahoma
Georgia
Tex. A&M
Baylor
Citadel

FINKELSTEIN
CLEMSON
Air Force
Sou. Miss.
Memphis St.
Alabama
Davidson
Mississippi
Arkansas
Princeton
Notre Dame
California
Vanderbilt
Ga. Tech
Florida
Purdue
Oklahoma
Georgia
Rice
Texas Tech
Citadel

O'RILEY
CLEMSON
U.N.C.
N.C. State
Memphis St.
Alabama
Davidson
Tennessee
Arkansas
Princeton
Notre Dame
California
Navy
Ga. Tech
Florida
Purdue
Missouri
Georgia
Rice
Baylor
V.M.I.

Roberts Pushes Cagers
With Opening Date Near
By SAM COPELAND
Tiger Sports Writer
"We're not quite ready yet."
These were the words of Tiger
head basketball coach Bobby
Roberts when asked how his
team was coming along in
preparation for their opener
against UNC in Chapel Hill
on Dec. 1.
He backed up this comment
by adding that the Tigers
should be ready by the early
part of next week if not sooner.
Roberts stated that the Tigers
have been practicing five or six
times a week and sometimes
they have practiced as much as
seven times in one week.
"Our conditioning is good at
the present time. The boys have
come right along and I feel that
we are in good shape at the
present time. We only have one
out now because of injuries,
and that is Alan Goldfarb who
has an injured back."
Roberts continued by stating
that the starting positions were
all up for grabs. "I think that
some of the positions have already been sewed up, but we
have some real hustlers, and it
will be interesting to see who
will get to start."
The Tiger coach has Ken
Gardner, Randy Mahaffey, Joe
Ayoob, Jim Sutherland, and
Walt Ayers on the starting team
at the present. He continued by
saying that his reserves have
displayed some fine basketball
and could take over for some of
the starters. "Ritchie Mahaffey,
Hank Channel, Curt Eckard,
Dave Dempsey, Denny Danko

Before &
After

1243 Cherry Rd.
Phone 328-3891

TAKE HER
TO

have all looked real sharp in
practice."
"As you know we inherited
eight new boys this year which
will help us. We will have a
real strong bench. As far as
redshirting goes we are not
sure who we will keep out if we
hold out anyone. We will lose
six players at the end of the
season and we will need the experience for next year, so we
may not hold out anybody."
The Tiger mentor also stated
that the team will take on a new
look this season. "We strengthened our back court by adding
Jim Sutherland. Jim is a good
shooter and can handle the ball.

Soccer Team Wins
As Demori Shines
By DOUG FERNANDEZ
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Soccer Team
posted another victory last Friday and continued its winning
way to subduing Brevard College 4-1. This gives the Tigers,
who haven't lost a contest since
they played the Tech Yellow
Jackets in their opener, a 5-1-1
record.
Once again center forward
Andy Demori led the Tigers'
scoring thrust with two goals.
The game opened slowly as
both teams failed to score in
the first period, but at the beginning of the second quarter
the Tigers netted their first goal.
Right wing Gary Fleetwood
carried the ball from midfield
down the right sideline. After
passing Brevard's leftfullback,
he crossed to Mark "the head"

Oconee Theatre
SENECA, S. C.
Phone 882-8116
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
NOT. 10-11-12
PETER McHENRY

"FIGHTING PRINCE
OF DONEGAL"

10% Discount with a
Clemson or Winthrop
I' D' Card
Rock Hill, S. C.

Mon.-Wed.—Nov. 14-16

"SINGING NUN"
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Nov. 17-18-19
-*T=-

Ayoob will be out playmaker
and I think that he will do a
good job for us this year."
When looking ahead to the
coming season, Roberts feels
that the Tigers will be in the
thick of the conference race.
From the scouting reports that
Roberts has it looks like UNC,
USC, Duke and Clemson will
be strong this year.
"Our opener is a tough one.
North Carolina is real strong,
and they have good height.
Lewis is one of the best in the
conference, and he keys the
North Carolina team. We will
have to be at our best to beat
them."

"RETURN OF THE
SEVEN"
YUL BRYNNER
Mon.-Tues.—Nov. 21-22

"RAGE TO LIVE"
SUSANNE PLESHETTE
BEN GAZARRA
Wed.-Thurs.—Nov. 23-24

"ARABESE"
SOPHIA LOREN
GREGORY PECK
Nov. 25-26-28-29

'FANTASTIC VOYAGE'
STEPHEN BOYD

Rubich, who headed the ball
into the goal for the score.
Brevard came to life in the
last minute and a half of the
first half when Mark Price booted in a high shot past the screened Clemson goalie. The first
half ended with the match tied
1-1.
In the second half Clemson
took control of the game and
never relinquished it. Ken Butler opened the scoring in the
third quarter as he took a pass
femmmmxx Ov v
mann, outran the Brevard fullbacks, and popped in the second Clemson goal.
The Tiger defense stopped
every Brevard attempt to score
as James "Tex" Peterson and
captain Claude Garrett led the
defense.
In the fourth period Andy
Demori netted two goals for the
Tigers. The first came when
Dikran "Turk" Ornekian put
on a dribbling exhibition carrying the ball down towards
the Brevard goal past their defense and passed to Andy Demori, who scored.
Clemson's final tally of the
day came late in the last period as right wing Ken Stepp
crossed the ball to Demori who
tapped it in giving Clemson
its fifth victory.
Coach Kenney was pleased
with the Tiger's play and had
praise for the Brevard goalie
who stopped several shots that
"should have been goals.
The Tigers are home this Saturday to face Furman, one of
the strongest teams they will
meet all season and then travel
to Durham to play the Duke
Blue Devils. Clemson goes into
the Furman match averaging
an amazing four goals per
game.
Immediately after Saturday's
game the Tigers leave for Duke.
In the next few weeks they face
Presbyterian, Warren Wilson,
and Brevard.

L.C. MARTIN

If after all this time you still don't
know what a Uniroyal is, we (the U.S.
Rubber Co.) ought to be shot. Uniroyal
is the new world-wide trademark of the
U.S. Rubber Co. and it also replaces the
dozens of different names and trademarks we've been using in 150 countries.
But—what's wrong with the good oldfashioned name of U.S. Rubber?
The answer is—we have neither been
old-fashioned nor exclusively U.S. nor
exclusively rubber for a very long time.
Just look at some of the exciting nonrubber products we make:

Royalex,® a thermoplastic for auto and
truck bodies which is not only harder to
dent than steel but, if dented, pops back
as good as new under heat. Sexy Eskiloos® boots for the ladies, and Keds,®
the famous line of soft, colorful family
shoes that are as easy to look at as they
are to wear. Wet suits foraquanauts. Polycrest,® our new olefin fiber, that's more
stain resistant than any other kind of carpet fiber alive. Alanap,® a smart weed
killer for weeds that are too smart for
other weed killers. SBR, a synthetic rubber' (from which we make our Rain

Tires™ and Tiger Paws ™) that's tougher,
safer and longer-lasting than natural rubber.
Now you can see why we had to change
our company's trademark—we needed
a new trademark to better suit our
derring-do. But we're never going to forget our forebear, the U.S. Rubber Company. Never! In fact, some of us here
would feel a great deal
better in our hearts if i
our new world trade- HI
mark read, "Uniroyal,
son of U.S. Rubber."
U.S. RUBBER

TRADITIONAL SHOI S I OK Ml.N

NlRuYA

A man who actually Knows what 9 Uh'rityal is
Will be, OKI campus Soon.
(Check with your placement office for the exact date and time)

DRUG COMPANY
Your QE*ll) Store

TASSEL LOAFERS
Genuine Cordovan-28.95

Black Calf—24.95

waiter* & fitllmatt rampuB sttop
Downtown Clemson

NOW
TAKING RING ORDERS
FOR MAY
GRADUATES
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■SAA1MIE CARROS
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By SAMMIE CARROS
Marvin Bass coached USC's proud fowls back in
the days when they occasionally knew what winning
was like. Despite the eternal rivalry between Clemson University and the lower state school of learning, Coach Frank Howard expressed his feelings
for Bass by saying that he liked him.
However, last year certain incidents occurred and
Bass was no longer director of football. The Cocks
turned to the "Pepsodent Kid "to pull them from the
depths of the Atlantic Coast Conference. Now there
was a double barrelled shotgun ready to explode
for the "Bumbling Birds."
Believe it or not, the same school had one of the
nation's top football coaches and one of the country's best basketball coaches. Ever since, all we've
been hearing is the greatness that is to come to Columbia and the state of South Carolina." The Gamecock" in answering Duke's persistent needling of
Grosso's eligibility stated that the Blue Devils are
similar to a "bully in the neighborhood." There
could be some truth to this, but this will be answered later.
The USC pride of the press continued by saying, "Now Duke is doing anything it can to hold
Carolin- ack. But it will just not work. USC is
on the verge of greatness, athletically and scholastically, and the selfish actions of Duke will not stop
it."

I am only sorry that I will not be around to see
this ninth wonder of the world. The eighth was a
Carolina home game without brown bags.
It always is nice to talk of how good you will be
when at the present time you are not. After all, you
must have hope if you ever expect to be good or
better than what you were. Remember the mountain
climber who tried to scale Mount Everest with tennis shoes?
So now Carolina is trying to forget the misery
of today and dream of the glory to come tomorrow.
We naturally wish them the best of fortune in that
future. However, they could take a lesson from the
actions of others.
Several weeks ago Coach Frank Howard stated
that Marvin Bass joined IPTAY and added that
several other former coaches ofthe ACC had joined
the Clemson organization. The Gamecock announced this by saying, "For those who had better things to do last Sunday, the Bashful Baron
proudly announced that
Marvin Bass joined
IPTAY." Evidentiy people down that way enjoy
watching the Sunday afternoon gospel hour entitied "Paul Dietzel sings your favorite laments."
The show's monotone speech offers a peaceful half
hour for those who are interested in such things.
Perhaps Bass found a good thing in joining
IPTAY and saw that it was better to switch than
fight. Maybe many other people from the lower
part of the state could take a lesson and come
over to the right side.
Last year about 8000 people joined IPTAY,
this year Marvin Bass joined, next yearwho knows?
* * *
This is the story of a 2 x 4, or how a piece of
wood changed the history of college football.
The tale begins several years ago, on the day
the rules committee of the NCAA decided to widen
the goal posts to 26 feet. University reaction to
the intended change was indifferent, except from a
small college in Washington.
"Please don't enact this rule," pleaded the president of a small college in a letter to the NCAA.
"We've searched through all the lumber yards in
town, and the widest 2 x 4 we can find is 24
feet."
So the rules committee went back into session
and came out again with a decision that complied
with the request. They figured it was about time
somebody did something for the nation's small
colleges.
And that football fans, is why today's goalposts
are exacdy 24 feet apart.
* * *
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(Photos by Womble)

Tigers Swat Tar Heels
On Second Half Scores
By PHIL DELLINGER
Tiger Sports Writer
The Tigers, after shocking
North Carolina with two quick
touchdowns in the fourth quarter, coasted to the finish line
with a 27-3 victory this past
Saturday.
Jacky Jackson, Tiger tailback, who picked up 52 yards
on 7 carries and had two touchdowns to hiscreditsaid, "North
Carolina showed a lot of desire
until the 4th quarter when we
scored the two quick touchdowns on them. They were definitely hurt by the loss of Talbott."
Concerning the play which set
up his first touchdown, he said,
" It was an end sweep that covered about 25 yards. I ran
wide, then cutback in. I thought
I could score but was hauled
down on the three. On the next
two attempts we ran the same
play twice, but to the opposite
sides. I scored on the second
try with Jay (Cooper) giving
me a good block."
When asked about his second
touchdown Jackson added, "It
was a 7 yard end sweep, on
which Jimmy Addison gave me
an excellent block on the end.
The line blocked well, and Jay
Cooper did a good job blocking the ends."
The Tiger tailback had the
following to say about the upcoming game with Maryland.

Grades
(Continued from Page 2)
frighten us into stunting our
curiosity, continues to be irrelevant to the burning questions
that bother us, then we should
no longer consider taking
courses in the university, but
rather go to a vocational training school. We could do our real
reading during vacations, have
our real discussions during our
weekends or evenings, perhaps
set up 'counter-courses' here at
school. That choice is ours.
Hell, in the final accounting,
it is not other people, but only
ourselves.
(Farber is on the staff of the
Roosevelt Torch.)

" They have a big and strong defense, with the frontline averaging about 225 pounds. They'll
try to beat us man to man. I
believe we can outrun them,
however. Everybody likes the
idea of winning, and we'll be
ready for them."
Jay Cooper, Clemson's fullback, said, "I think we're beginning to gel as a unit. Addison is doing a heck of a job at
quarterback. He's the backbone of the team.
"I thought the outside plays
went best against North Carolina. Our linemen do all of the
work. If it wasn't for them we
wouldn't be winning. Needle
(Jimmy Addison) had plenty of
time to get his throws off due
to good pass protection. All of
our offensive linemen rated 75
percent or better on blocking in
the North Carolina game."
Speaking of his long run
against the Tarheels Saturday,
Jay said, "Itwasacounterplay.
Jimmy switched the play on the
line from a pass play to a trap
play."
Once during the game Jay
made a block on the end, but
then realizing Addison was in
trouble slid into the secondary
where he caught Addison's
pass. Cooper added about the
upcoming game, "Maryland is
a lot like Duke, big and strong.
We haven't beaten them or
scored on them in 2 years. We
really want this one."
Mac McElmurray, Tiger middle guard, who played his first
week at that position after being
moved from tackle, stated,
"North Carolina has a good
team, but they seem kind of

FLAWLESS DIAMONDS
GUARANTEED BY

OWINGS JEWELERS
Lewis Plaia
Greenville, S, C.

The Coe College Kohawks host the Monmouth
College Fighting Scots in their season finale tomorrow. Huron's Scalpers travel to Le Mars, Louisiana
to do battie with Jack Sacoot's Westmar Eagles.

if she doesn't give it to you...
— get it yourself!

JADE

Cologne, 6 02., $4.50

down lately. They were average
blockers, not as good as Tech
or Alabama. They had a big letdown in the 4th quarter. We
had a good pass rush against
them, but it could have been
better."
Concerning his new position
Mac said, "I like it all right,
but there are several differences
and adjustments that must be
made. Instead of two I now
have three men blocking me.
There are more plays to make
at middle guard also, and I
have to worry about the draw
play, which is my biggest problem. I key on the center and
the two guards."
Mac closed by saying, "Maryland will confront us with a big
strong explosive team, and we
will have to play our best to
come out on top."

We Pick 'Em
Tally
Smith
Carros,
Copeland
Love
Jebaily
Finkelstein
O'Riley

W
100
99
99
98
98
96
90

L GB
40 0
41 1
41 1
42 2
42 2
44 4
50 10

TIMBER LANES
123 By-Pass — Seneca

BOWLING HOURS
Week Days — Open 4 P.M.
Sat.-lO A.M.
Sun.-2 P.M.
Red Pin Sat, Night 9 P.M

If ever a suit rated a cheer from
the IVY set, it's the great new
Colgate by University Seal.
Vests are "in" for fall, and the
(
Colgate's got a dandy. It's
reversible. First it matches... then it flips
to a snazzy new suede look! The Colgate is the
traditional 3 button coat. It's all yours in 100% wool
town and country hopsacks and classic herringbones.
Groovy autumn colors include Martini Olive and
Rococco Brown to name a few. Only $55!
UNIVERSITY SEAL, Students Division, Brookfield Industries, Inc.
1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019

Red Pin Sun. All Day

Rates: $.55/line — 3 games Sl.lS/person

Nu Way Cleaners and 'Laundry, Inc.
Sanitqne Certified Master Dry Cleaners
We Give Service Until 10:00 A.M. Saturday
We Give S&H Green Stamps
ONE Hour Shirt Service — TWO Hour Dry Cleaning Service
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Flannel Shirts
CORDUROY

Trousers

COLA

AT

JUDGE KELLER
Downtown

Clemson

We're looking for the person who considers salary and benefits small change
right now, who puts the premium instead
on an opportunity to innovate and a commitment to excel.
Don't get us wrong. Those who earn a
Johnson & Johnson salary earn a good
salary, and they share in a broad program
of employee benefits, including liberal
assistance for education.
But innovation and excellence are their
watchwords.
And ours.
Innovation in products and methods
have raised Johnson & Johnson to a position of preeminence in the manufacture
and sale of surgical dressings and baby
products. Excellence keeps us there.
If you share our enthusiasm for doing
every job the very best way, even though
it may mean long hours and hard work,
and if you have the imagination and capacity to contribute new ideas now, let us
know about it.
You may be the one we're looking for.

Men and women with relevant degrees for careers in
ENGINEERING (M.E., Ch. E., I.E.), RESEARCH, SALES,
DISTRIBUTION, PRODUCTION, PURCHASING,
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, OPERATIONS RESEARCH, or SYSTEMS are invited to sign up at the Placement Office for on-campus
interviews. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

PRINCIPAL DOMESTIC COMPANIES: Cel-Fibe Division; Cellulose
Products Corporation; Chicopee Manufacturing Company Division;
Chicopee Mills, Inc.; Cod man & Shurtleff, Inc.; Devro Division; Eastern
Magnesia Talc Co., Inc.; Ethicon, Inc.; Jelco Laboratories Division;
Johnson & Johnson Domestic Operating Division ; Johnson & Johnson
International; McNeil Laboratories, Incorporated ; Ortho Pharmaceutical
Corporation; Permacel Division; Personal Products Company Division;
Stim-U-Dents, Inc.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
NOVEMBER 18

small change

mr

After Shave, 6 02., J3.50
Deodorant Stick, J1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 02., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
^^
:
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
'
Cologne, 4 02., $3.00
After Shave, 4 02., $2.50
SWAN

And Tigers' Garick Grabs Ball

Duavorth Belts UNC Passer ...
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Arnold Air Here
New Area HQs

Campus News Briefs

YMCA Begins Drive Today
The YMCA began a membership drive today. There will be
a Judo demonstration and a
program about playing bridge.
Wednesday, November 15,
there will be a program on
sailing at the "Y" recreation
area on the lake. Transportation will be provided.
On November 17 there will
be the beginning of a Ping-Pong
tournament for members of the
YM C A only, and the winner will
represent the YMCA in the campus-wide tournament.
Their last program will consist of a cook-out for all the
members at their recreation
area. The main attraction there
will be the Clemson Cow-College Cloggers.
THANKSGIVING
SCHEDULE
Classes will operate on the
regular Monday through Wednesday schedule the week of
Thanksgiving holidays. Classes on Wednesday will meet
through the afternoon. This includes such classes as afternoon
labs.
RESEARCH GRANT
Dr. John W. Huffman, associate professor of chemistry at
Clemson, has been awarded an
additional $28,000 grant to
continue his research on the
"Synthesis of Iboga Alkaloids."
The award is a renewal of
a $27,900 three-year grant
which Dr. Huffman received in
September, 1963.
PR'S PERFORM
AT ATLANTA
The
Clemson University
Pershing Rifles performed in the
pre-game activities at the game
between the Atlanta Falcons
and the Cleveland Browns in
Atlanta. A crowd of more than
57,300 fans were present.
This has been the largest audience the 1966-67 company has
marched before this year.
HAWAII U.
SUMMER SESSION
The 1967 Summer Program
to the University of Hawaii
Summer Session is now accepting reservations.
Dates of departure are from
June 17 and returning by July
29. Full particulars are available by writing to Dr. Robert
E. Cralle, Executive Director,
The Adler University Tour,
355 Stockton Street, San Francisco, California, 94108.
SERVICE FLAG
Any person having any information pertaining to the service flag hanging in Tillman
Hall in commemoration of
Clemson's war dead, please
contact George D. Rush III,
P. 0. Box 3644, Clemson University, Clemson, S. C. 29631
POST SLIDE RULE FOUND
A Post slide rule with the
name Robert H. Stephens,
D214, on it has been found.
It can be claimed at the office
of The Tiger.
NEWMAN ASSOCIATION
The Newman Student Association will hold a social for all
of its members on Saturday,
November 19, at 7:00 p.m.
The social, to be held in Newman Hall, will feature dancing and a card party. Admission will be $.50 for each
member and guest. Dates will
be admitted free.
FELLOWSHIP CLUB
The Fellowship Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Clemson House on November 15.

SPEAKER FROM GA. TECH
Dr. E. C. Ashby, School of
Chemistry, Georgia Institute
of Technology, will speak on
"Composition of Grinard Compounds and Mechanisms of Reaction," at 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 17, in Room
131, Brackett Hall.
MARINE CORPS
OFFICER TO COME
Captain G. L. Hammond,
the Officer Selection Officer from
Charlotte, will be in the Student
Lounge on November 14-16 to
talk to any men interested in
the Marine Corps Officer Program.
N. C. STATE TICKETS
Tickets to the Clemson vs
N. C. State game may be purchased at the Field House
through Thursday, November
17.
TEXTILE SPEAKER
Mr. H. D. Ruhm, Jr., President of Greenwood Mills, Inc.,
New York Sales, New York,
will speak on "Marketing of
Textiles" on Monday, November 14, at 11 a.m. in Sirrine
Hall Auditorium.
FORUM CLUB MEETING
The Forum Club will meet
in the Chemistry Building Conference Room at 7:00 p.m. November 17.
FACULTY SENATE
WILL MEET
The Faculty Senate will meet
in the Olin Hall Auditorium on
Tuesday, November 15.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
CAREERS
Students interested in a career
in public administration in the
national, state, or local government may apply for a fellowship to study at the University
of Alabama, Kentucky, or Tennessee. Candidates must have
completed a bachelor's degree
by June 1967.
For information and applications, students should write
to Coleman D. Ransone, Educational Director, Southern
Regional Training Program in
Public Administration, Drawer
I, University, Alabama. The
deadline for submitting applications is March 1, 1967.
EAST-WEST
CENTER SCHOLARSHIPS
The Institute for Student Interchange of the East-West Center is offering up to 70 full
scholarships for graduate degree study in fields relating to
Asia and the Pacific Ocean area
at the University of Hawaii.
Applications for East-West
Center scholarships and additional information may be
obtained by writing: Director of
Student Selection, Institute for
Student Interchange, East-West
Center, 1777 East West Road,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
All applicants are required to
take either the Graduate Record Examination or the Miller
Analogies Test and have their
scores sent to the Director of
Student Selection at the EastWest Center. Applications and
supporting credentials for June
or September 1967 class must
be filed with the Center by December 15.

WORLD PEACE
ESSAY CONTEST
The International Association of Lions Clubs is conducting a world-wide peace essay
contest. The contest, which offers a grand prize of $25,000,
is open to all persons who will
be between fourteen and twentytwo years of age on January
15, 1967. The essays may not
exceed 5000 words and are to
be submitted by December 10,
1966.
Clemson students interested
in this contest can obtain entry
blanks and rules from Professor JackMcCormac, President of
the Clemson Lions Club. Either
call him at his home (6545710) or drop him a card (98
Crestwood Drive, Clemson, S.
C.) giving your name and mailing address.
MAKE-UP FLU SHOTS
FOR FACULTY
The Make-up Flu shots for
the faculty of Clemson University and their families will
be made in the Physics Auditorium from 5:00-5:30 p.m. on
November 17.
SURGICAL TECHNICIAN
CLASS
A Surgical Technician Class
will begin at Anderson Memorial Hospital on January 15,
1967. This six month course
is sponsored by School District
Five at Anderson Memorial
Hospital.
A general aptitude test will be
given to all applicants on Saturday, November 18, 1966, at
9 a.m., at Anderson Memorial
Hospital in the Surgical Technician classroom. Interested
persons please contact Mrs. Eileen Bascue at Anderson Hospital from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m., or
write.
LOCATOR CARDS
Students who have made any
change in their address off campus are requested to report it to
the office of off campus housing with Guggino where an off
campus locator card is kept on
file. Any student who has not
filled out one of these locator
cards, or who has filled it out
incorrectly is asked to check in
the dorm office with Guggino.
CHEM E WIVES
There will be a meeting of the
Chem. E. Wives on Wednesday,
November 16, at the home of
Mrs. George F. Meenaghan,
206 Tamassee Drive. The topic
will be "A More Beautiful You"
—the latest in hairstyles and
beauty aids by Mrs. Peggy
Childs.

Tiger Brotherhood Initiates
Tiger Brotherhood initiated 13 pledges last week. Those initiated were (front row.
left to right): Jack Erter, Robin Watson. Charles Bethea. Jackie Jackson, Butch Sursavage, Mike Facciola, Sam Smithyman.
(Back row, left to right): Ken Gardner (pledgemaster). Jay Hair (vice-president),
Dennis Cartwrighl, Ed Dargin, Pete Meyers, Phil Rogers, Terry Richardson, and John
Ranney.
Jim Sutherland is president of the honorary service organization which sponsors
the Clemson "Mother of the Year" award. This year it sponsored the hat sale before
Homecoming weekend.

during Tuesday's meeting. A
motion was amended so that
additional nominations could
be made by petition for the rest
of this week. Today was set as
the deadline for submitting petitions.
Those nominated Tuesday
for President were:
—George Cothran, a Business Administration major who
lives in Greenville. Like the
other two nominees for president, Cothran is a member of
the original planning committee. He said,
"Serving this
branch of Clemson is an honor and a responsibility. I'm
proud to have a part in setting up this student government. "
—Pete Smith, a Pre-med major from Greer. Asked about
student government, he said,
"I'm real pleased that we've
been able to get this much done
already. I think more people
will begin to take interest now
that we've gotten our government set up."
—Dennis Moore, an English
major from Greenville. He told
the Tiger, "I feel sure that
this student government will
prove to be an effective organization which will represent everyone. "
All three of the nominees for

Clemson students at Greenville decided Tuesday that their
student government would be
similar to that of the main
campus.
The students present at Tuesday's student body meeting
unanimously chose to accept
the third of three plans submitted by a planning committee.
These plans were first presented to the students in last week's
Tiger.
The plan selected calls for the
election of four officers—President, Vice President, Secretary,
and Treasurer. After these officers are chosen, they will establish committees to perform
the specific functions of student government.
The planning committee did
not propose any definite method by which the committees
are to be chosen. After the election a group will be formed to
draft a formal constitution for
the Greenville branch of the
University.
Election of the officers will
take place Friday, November
18. Voting will be conducted
by several members of the faculty rather than by the planning committee. All of the members of that committee have
been nominated for offices.
Nominations were conducted

CATTLEMEN'S
ASSOCIATION
T. W. Perry of Purdue University, a specialist from one
of the top animal science research staffs in the nation, will
talk to cattlemen attending the
S. C. Cattlemen's Association
meeting at the Clemson House
November 16-17.
Mr. Perry will speak about
feeding silages to beef cattle on
November 16. Protein supplements for cattle on high roughage rations will be his subject
November 17.

tigers

Clemson Theatre
Downtown Clemson
Fri.-Sat. & Sun. 3 P.M.
Nov. 11-12-13
ANN MARGRET
TONY FRANCIOSA
ROBERT COOTE
— in —

The bold new look in
masculine fashion . . .
Tassels by French
Shriner! Very handsome, very comfortable,
very smart. And many
styles to choose from.

'The Swinger"
— IN COLOR —
Sun. 9 P.M. - Mon.-Tues.
Nov. 13-14-15
PAUL, NEWMAN
SOPHIA LOREN
DAVID NIVEN

R€NCH

When You Must Keep Alert

Lady L"

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there... here's how to stay on top.
VEflV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

Lees-Wright, Inc.
Lewis Plaza &
Wade Hampton
Greenville, S. C.

in

'FANTASTIC
VOYAGE"

Choice

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

- IN COLOR —

Engageables
And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the
yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Hardware Products

We'll be on campus
soon to talk about a new
breed of engineering you
can't get a degree in.

TCe ep s a,k:e *

SUEDE & DENIM

DIAMOND

RINGS

Ponderosa Shirts
Sweaters, Slacks, Shirts, Jackets

"RANGE PROFESSIONAL." It's a new discipline of our own creation ... a blend of the
many technologies required to support our nation's space and missile launches.
When a new grad joins Pan Am at the Eastern Test Range with a degree in electronic,
electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil or industrial engineering, physics, or math... or even
if he's an experienced specialist in telemetry, optics, hydraulics, radar, statistics, infrared,
orbital mechanics, data handling, communications or what have you ... he soon becomes
proficient in many disciplines.
The multiple striking power of this all-around engineer goes a long way in explaining
our success with planning, engineering, and directing operation of the Air Force's multimillion dollar instrumentation complex stretching from Cape Kennedy to the Indian Ocean
...and why we're working ahead confidently for launches of MOL, Apollo, Voyager and a
host of other sophisticated programs.
Find out more about your potential as a Range Professional when our team visits
your campus. Arrange an appointment with your Placement Director now.

by H.I.S.

Clemson Sweat Shirts and T-Shirts

SLOAN'S MEN'S STORE
Downtown Clemson

PRICES FR<
S THAOE-I

I J100. TO (S000. ftlMCS ENLARGED TO SHOW BEAUTY OF DETi
RK REG. A. H. PON0 COMPANY, INC. ESTABLISHED 18 9 Z .

INTERVIEWS

\ HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
'. Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
; and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25c.
• Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

;

FOR BSEE's

MONDAY, NOV. 21

Or write for information to Manager of College Relations, Dept. 000. Guided Missiles Range
Division, Pan American World Airways, Inc., 750 S. Orlando Avenue, Cocoa Beach, Florida.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

:
*

•
•
•
7
• KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
'.
TiK,

Headquarters lor
DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS

J

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-SaL
Nov. 16-19
STEPHEN BOYD
RAQUEL WELCH
EDMOND O'BRIEN

First

Quality

Downtown Clemson

or

— IN COLOR —

MERCK'S HARDWARE

Your Walgreen Agency in

^ssels

president voiced concern over
the relatively small number of
students who attended Tuesday's meeting. Out of 160 students, only 60 were present at
the meeting.
Nominated for Vice President
were Ken Gebert, an IE major,
Sammy Ligon, a pre-Med major, Roy Miller, majoring in
economics, and Byron Stone,
a CE major. All four are from
Greenville.
Charlie Barbery, Becky Durham and Marlene Hughey were
nominated for Secretary. The
nominees for Treasurer are Bill
Anglin, Perry Freeman, Chip
Gravely, Lew Hoffman, and
Jerry Waters.

11

Of The

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

LEES-WRIGHT

Tigers At Greenville TEC
Vote For Student Officers

REGISTERED

Now it is possible to have an
exciting, fun-tilled, low priced
lour of Europe & a paying .job
anytime during the entire; year
Your choice of job & country
with wages up to S400 a month.
For a booklet with all jobs.
tours & application forms send
%2 (handling & air mail) to:
Dept. K. American Student Information Service. 22 Ave. de
la Liberte. Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.

'

Management
Education

Sloan Street — Downtown Clemson

TOURS & JOBS
IN EUROPE

was on a basis of the past activities and projects of the
squadron. As Area C-l headquarters the squadron will be
responsible for coordination of
all area functions, organizing
and directing the 1967 area
conclave, and conducting inspections of all the area squadrons.
Activities at the conclave included a tour of Cape Kennedy
Missile Site and the Space Museum. The Little Miss Colonel
Contest was also presented, and
Cada Jenkins was a finalist.
Area C-l is composed of ArClemson University students nold Air Society squadrons and
and top administrators of the Angel Flights from five states
Greenville Hospital System and Puerto Rico.
Those attending were R. D.
have one thing in common:
Both groups are hearing class- Franklin, L. D. Phifer, E. L.
room lectures from Clemson Bailey, T. O. Coleman, R. P.
Fletcher, C. B. Hand, G. D.
professors.
Rush, and R. S. Wells.
Lectures are nothing new to
The members of the Angel
Clemson students, but the hosFlight attending were Bonnie
pital executives have returned
to the classroom to sharpen Mercier and Cada Jenkins. The
accompanying officer was Matheir skills as administrators.
It's part of a Management jor R. Burnett.
Education Program developed
by the university's department
of industrial management at
the request of the hospital system. The lectures are actually
non-credit, college-level courses
taught by university faculty
and tailored to the needs of
the hospital system and its
employees.
Sixteen administrative personnel have been attending twohour classes each Wednesday at
Greenville General Hospital for
seven weeks.
Instruction during this first
seminar — Management for
Executive Control—is designed
to give executives an over-all
view of management activity
and to establish a basis on
which future seminars can be
built.
Coordinators for the project are: Mr. William Yates, director of planning for the Greenville Hospital System, and Dr.
Cyril O. Shuler, assistant professor in Clemson's industrial
management department.

Last weekend a delegation
from Clemson's Major Rudolph Anderson Squadron of
the Arnold Air Society and the
Angel Flight attended the Area
C-l Convention at Patrick Air
Force Base, Florida.
Clemson was selected for the
new area C-l headquarters.
This selection, from among the
top-ranking area squadrons,

k GUiPEP MISSILES
RANGE DIVISION

PAI\ /XfVI

PAN

AMERICAN

WORLD

AIRWAYS,

INC.

Dept. 709
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